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Abstract
It is sho、vn that A Einstein's equation of motion in a curved space―time continuum is not
adequate to the problems containing the(gravitational)force  A possible ne、v equation is
derived for a 3-dimensional curved space,and this is also the generalization of geodesic  The
general theory of direrential geometry and the star―operato  in hamonic integrals are used.
The silnilarity of our result to “the dynan ical system of gradient rield" is pointed out. Our
theory possibly gives the theoretical foundation for such a practical dynaHlical―pr blem as
“Nonlnear dynamics of failure tolerant altitude control systems for space craftsギ'WVhere they
uses the ingenious gyrOscope―technique.  Our theory makes it possible to calculate the nctitious
forces systematica■y in ts sirnplest case.
K9υこυοrtrs i non―geodesic; equation of motion, 3-dimensional space; curved space; gra
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§1. IntrOduction
As is、ven known A.Einstein5 haS adopted the equation of geodesic in Riemannian geome―
try as the equation of motion of a point―par cle in a curved space―t m  continuum.  Geodesic
is the generahzation of the straight line in a Euclidean space and its tangent vectors are aH
paranel to each other in the、ven kno、vn meaning。7 0n the other hand it is wen known that
Ne、vton's equation of rnotion gives the curve in a Euclidean space、v ose tange t vectors re
generany not parallel to each other in a usual rneaning,though they are paranel to each other
in the case、vhere the force―ternュis zero.  Therefore geodesic is not the suFncient generaliza―
tion of Ne、vton's equation of motion, though it r五ght be the generahzation of the straight
motion in a Euchdean space to a curved space―tilne continuum.  The other concepts rather
than paranel are needed for the generahzation of Ne、v on's equ tion.  ヽヽ吼at k nd equation
is the correct generalzation ofユく wton's equation P  The present paper gives an ans、ver to this
question for the case of a 3-dimensional curved space continuum on the basis of a general
theory of direrential geometry.7,12,13,14
The plan of the paper is the fonowing: In Section 2、ve construct a closed form α denned
on a coordnate neighborhood し「of an n―di nensional paracompact C∞―manifold』r froni the
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